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highscore statistical analysis x'pert highscore plus for windows gives you access to the statistical capabilities of highscore and also provides you with a powerful statistical analysis package. additionally you can generate graphical presentations of the results of your statistical analysis. a
comprehensive and easily accessible graphical data viewer enables you to compare the peak profiles and the highscore data from different x-ray scans or detectors. you can re-adjust the profiles and data points of the original profile based on user-defined selection criteria. the peak explorer

offers several different window views. highscore (plus) is a powerful software for powder diffraction pattern analysis. a data entry and report module is capable to import your data from a variety of sources and to export it to other software tools. highscore can also be used to identify the
phase contents of a material. to confirm the results, highscore also provides a graphical user interface to the diffraction patterns. highscore (plus) is a powerful software for powder diffraction pattern analysis. a data entry and report module is capable to import your data from a variety of
sources and to export it to other software tools. highscore can also be used to identify the phase contents of a material. x'pert highscore plus is a turnkey solution for searching peak and net data. it saves you time and money because the results are automatically validated and you don't

have to spend time on peak and net validation by yourself. with the intuitive user interface the results are presented in a clear way and can be easily integrated in the lab information system.

Panalytical X Pert Highscore Free Download

the x'pert highscore free download or downloader is not only the direct interface between the interactive highscore system and the x'pert powder diffractometer and beamline but also for the entire highscore arsenal. it can connect to (panalytical/axaf) data processing systems with the xrd2
software and to materials recorders (pdf, icdd, pyrro, irass, ndfd). the data formats supported by highscore are schematically indicated above (white boxes). the x'pert highscore is a vendor-independent software. it is integrated in the panalytical software development tools that are used by
the customers and by panalytical in the development of the panalytical diffractometers. the compatibility of x'pert highscore with the existing software suites is ensured by the instruction files that the diffractometer suppliers provide. the x'pert highscore can be employed on a stand-alone
basis, independent of x'pert software. however, it is also possible to connect it with x'pert (stand alone) and with other software via the panalytical dll (digital library link). it works with the x'pert (stand alone) or with x'pert powder diffraction (plus) system and with material recorders. the

data validation tools that the vendors provide, together with the different options to fit the profiles with the wide range of profile functions are completely user-oriented. the x'pert highscore plus is not only a connection software but also an end-to-end software for the entire data treatment
chain. in addition, the software integration with x'pert powder diffraction (plus) and x'pert head software optimizes many data analysis processes and provides a link between x'pert and highscore. 5ec8ef588b
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